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Introduction 
 

Emergence Lab 
 
In support of a market and a sector in constant change—the audiovisual world in the 
digital era—the Embassy of France in Canada, in partnership with Institut Français and 
the Banff Centre, with the support of the Canada Media Fund, has developed and 
launched the first Franco-Canadian laboratory dedicated to emerging and innovative 
forms of storytelling for new platforms. The first edition of Emergence Lab took place in 
Banff, in the Canadian Rockies, in June 2014. 
 
The objective of this multi-year program is to offer a creative space where experienced 
traditional authors can combine their expertise with that of new professionals in the 
world of interactive multi-platform writing in order to explore new forms of storytelling 
and new expertise. 
 
The first edition of the residence program was also an opportunity for participants to 
work with experts and mentors on the creation of collaborative tools. This project was 
coordinated by Josette D. Normandeau (Idéacom International), Claire Le Proust 
(Fablabchannel), and Erika Denis (consultant). 
 
The objective of this document is to reach the largest possible audience and to share 
the expertise and experience of producers, creators, broadcasters, and institutions in 
attendance during the lab, so as to facilitate the co-production of interactive, multi-
platform projects between France and Canada. This document, which is the 
culmination of many discussions and testimonials collected during the residence 
program, outlines methodology, contextualization, a presentation of the primary issues 
and terms of collaboration between parties involved in France/Canada co-
productions, and suggestions regarding tools and resources. It will include examples and 
links to a whole series of available resources. The Embassy of France in Canada, Institut 
Français, the Banff Centre, and the Canada Media Fund would like to thank all of the 
2014 Emergence Lab mentors, experts, and participants for their invaluable 
contributions. 
 
For more information about the Emergence Lab program: 
http://www.institutfrancais.com/en/news/lab-emergence-residencelaboratory-canada 
 
 
 
© All diagrams presented in this document were conceived and produced by Jonathan 
Belisle:	  www.helloarchitekt.com	  
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SECTION 1: ISSUES IN DIGITAL CO-PRODUCTION 
 
Actors involved in co-production: bi-media production companies (linear TV and web), 
digital production companies, integrated studios, and programming studios. 
 
 

 
Note: Broadcasters - primarily public broadcasters - play a defining role in the 
development and production of France/Canada multiplatform projects. France 
Télévisions, ARTE, and Radio-Canada are the most active among them. It is also 
important to mention the importance of the role that the NFB (National Film Board of 
Canada) plays in this regard. Many framework agreements have been established 
between these organizations: NFB/ARTE, NFB/France Télévisions, France 
Télévisions/Radio Canada. Their notable objectives include the co-development, co-
financing, and co-distribution of quality content (web documents, web series, 
applications, games…). 
 
Several projects have already been successfully released and met with success, in terms 
of professional recognition and audience reception, such as Barcode, Bla Bla, and Fort 
McMoney (NFB/ARTE). Others are still ongoing, such as Apocalypse: 10 Lives (transmedia 
universe from the documentary Apocalypse: World War One – France Télévisions/TV5 
Québec Canada). 
 

 

Reasons for the dynamism of France/Canada co-productions 
	  
• Highly complementary skill sets and expertise (creation, technology, production, 

distribution (TV, web, social media)); 
• Highly complementary funding programs (extent of federal and provincial public 

financing in Canada - in France, amount of public financing and 
financing/involvement from television channels); 

• Reciprocal recognition of skills and expertise, particularly by public broadcasters, 
who are the primary sources of funding for this type of project. For example, French 
producers and broadcasters are attentive to the quality of contributors that Canada 
is capable of mobilizing for interactive projects, thanks to a number of factors: 
interactive projects, native or otherwise, are highly valued on the Canadian 
audiovisual market; they exist in a very dynamic and creative national ecosystem 
(video games, audiovisual projects, cinema, web, animation…); and contributors 
often have previous experience working on prestigious Canadian and American 
projects (filmmakers, artistic directors, graphic designers, web designers, web 
developers, artistic directors, software developers, user experience designers, project 
managers…); 

• Authors in Canada are traditionally more versatile and open to interactive, 
collaborative projects; 
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• Willingness to pursue large-scale, very innovative projects involving significant risks 
and requiring greater investments; 

• Broader distribution (two markets) and international distribution; 
• Access to the Anglophone market via French Canada; 
• Open-minded attitudes (new audiences, new themes, different approaches, etc.); 
• Growth and sharing of respective expertise; and 
• Sharing of a very favourable and often complementary context: extensive public 

financing; high-quality training programs; and very dynamic sectors dedicated to 
audiovisual projects, cinema, video games, new technologies, telecommunications, 
special effects, and animation. 
 

Absence of a Franco-Canadian co-production treaty: impact on 
digital projects 
 

Note: Co-production agreements (treaties or memoranda of understanding) allow films 
co-produced by French and Canadian producers to obtain dual citizenship. This dual 
citizenship (which affects the entire project and all creative, technical, and financial 
contributions) therefore gives these films access to the advantages, support programs, 
and grants reserved for national films in each of the two countries. 
 
There are a number of texts that define frameworks for co-production projects between 
France and Canada: 
The agreement of January 10, 1985, regarding animated works; 
The agreement of July 11, 1983, regarding cinematographic projects; and 
The agreement of July 11, 1983, regarding audiovisual projects. 
 
Furthermore, there is also a selective bilateral aid mechanism called the Franco-
Canadian mini-treaty, which comes into play when France and Canada jointly agree to 
support projects of shared interest to the two countries. This mechanism applies to 
animated works (production), cinematographic projects (production), and televisual 
works (development). 
For more information about these agreements:  
http://www.cnc.fr/web/en/co-production-agreement  
 
 
To date, there is no document establishing such a framework for interactive works, but 
discussions are underway between the CNC and the Ministère de la Culture et de la 
Communication in France, and Telefilm Canada, the Canada Media Fund, and 
Heritage Canada in Canada. 

 
Bilateral impact: 

• The value of the participation of each of the co-producers (French and 
Canadian) can only be recognized in their respective national territories 
(financial, creative, technical contributions). This lack of official recognition for 
co-productions deprives projects of the possibility to access funding (support) 
mechanisms in the two co-producing countries that a national film could access. 
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More often than not, this requires producers to limit their requests for public 
support to a single country or to split the project between territories (linear 
projects, applications, games…) 

• In the case of multilateral co-productions involving France and other European 
partners, Canada is considered a non-European country and is therefore limited 
to a 30% involvement in the co-production if none of the other partner countries 
has a bilateral treaty with Canada that includes digital projects and multi-
platform content. In these cases, Canada’s participation in the project is also 
viewed in the same fashion as a financial co-production (no recognition of 
creative or technical contributions) 

 
Impact on French producers: 
The lack of recognition for the Canadian portion of the project in French territory 
(financial, creative, and technical contributions) penalizes French producers with regard 
to access to national public financing mechanisms. The criteria and evaluation grids for 
these mechanisms are calculated based on the French part of the project, so the 
producer loses in terms of: 

• Points and creative contributions; 
• Percentage of expenses accounted for – calculation of hourly spending in 

France by the COSIP, a French audiovisual support fund; 
• Valuation of labour costs; 
• Valuation of post-production; and 
• Calculation tables for CNC support (see appendices) – (on the European scoring 

scale for eligibility, Canadian points are not considered European, though they 
are for audiovisual, animation, and cinematographic works, thanks to existing 
agreements). 

 
Impact on Canadian producers: 
The territorialization of a project’s expenses and its technical and creative elements 
means that the lack of recognition for the contributions of a French co-producer also 
penalizes Canadian producers, as they will have reduced access to national public 
financing mechanisms. Furthermore, only official co-productions can be included 
among the works that count towards the Canadian content quotas of broadcasters. 
 

Eligibility criteria and financing mechanisms that are often difficult to 
reconcile:  
 
Even if the producers have already been granted access to particular public funding 
mechanisms for non-official co-productions, the practical application of this financing is 
very complex: 
 
Incompatible programs and admissibility criteria: (Canada Media Fund, Bell Media 
Fund, CNC, regional aid programs, tax credits, etc.): 
• Submission dates; 
• Number of platforms; 
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• Conditions related to criteria regarding the territorialization of expenses, the creative 
workforce, etc; 

• Date and limitations of the Creative Europe support program; 
• Possibility that the project may include a linear component for network broadcast; 
• Obligation to provide prototypes validating the creative universe (mock-ups, trailers) 

in order to obtain financing (longer and more expensive development phase); 
• Different evaluation criteria: for example, the viability of the economic model is a 

more important criterion for Canadian funders; 
• Support from funders and public broadcasters is often associated with strong 

national cultural referents: hence the fondness for national authors in key creative 
positions. 

 
Different working methodologies (producers and broadcasters) 
 
• Script goes into production, finalized or not; 
• Different validation stages: loss of time and communication issues between the 

French and Canadian teams; 
• Inclusion of rights for TV broadcasting in author and technician contracts: in France, 

it is most often necessary to include these rights at the request of broadcasters, but it 
is not systematically the case in Canada, where there are specific collective 
agreements regarding web projects (which is not yet the case in France); 

• It is also important to remember that in Canada, it is the producer that has the final 
cut on the project, whereas the director has this right in France. Obviously, this 
affects relationships with creative teams. This also applies to digital projects; 

• Relationships between broadcasters/authors/producers: in France, broadcasters 
often speak directly to authors and are generally more involved in the writing 
process than is the case in Canada. 

 
 

Note: Canadian funders ask producers very detailed quotes at the time of the financial 
request. Usually producers receive the final 30% of the total amount of financing at the 
end of production, after providing a detailed report of the effective costs to funders. 
These effective costs needs to explain any difference or modification done to the initial 
quote and, in case of important gaps or non-receivable justifications the financing can 
be reevaluated by the backer. A full audit of the project’s accounts can also be 
required by the backer.  
 

 
Funders have different definitions and eligibility criteria regarding distribution platforms: 
 
In Canada, funders distinguish between two types of digital project: 

• Convergent projects: these projects are necessarily connected to a linear 
televisual component (which is subject to a licensing contract with a 
broadcaster, which is the initiating party in terms of the feasibility of the project). 
For example: Apocalypse: World War One – a documentary series and digital 
platforms (see case study on page 8) 
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• Experimental projects: these projects involve a very strong innovative and 
interactive component. They are not an extension of a brand or a televisual or 
cinematographic work. For example: Anna, a work of interactive fiction that is 
both a web-series and a video game. 

 
Convergent projects receive the lion’s share of Canadian public financing (roughly 85% 
of support from the Canada Media Fund and 100% of private funds (Bell, Québécor, 
Shaw…)). In France, these projects are not necessarily supported by selective CNC 
support mechanisms, which primarily focus on original projects that incorporate specific 
content for new media and that are meant for at least two platforms—including 
cinema and/or television—or meant for a first wave of use on the Internet or on mobile 
devices. 

 

Note: Some private Canadian funds agree to accept foreign licenses as equivalent to 
cash contributions (as a supplement to Canadian cash contributions). 

 
Position of funders  
 
In both France and Canada, the majority of funds that support multiplatform production 
look very favourably on France/Canada co-productions (the Canada Media Fund has 
recently implemented a support program specifically for international co-productions). 
They also work with producers on a daily basis, project by project, to find solutions that 
will ensure the feasibility of each project, despite the absence of treaties. This is still very 
complicated, however, and requires a vast amount of effort from fund managers and 
producers (time, adaption of project specifications, contracts…). Some projects, like 
Anna (initiated by Agat Films/Ex Nihilo and coproduced with the Canadian company 
KNGFU, the development was supported by the CNC and the Canadian Media Fund), 
currently provide opportunities to explore and adjust the compatibility of French and 
Canadian financing mechanisms. Framework agreements between the NFB, ARTE, 
France Télévisions, and Radio-Canada allow French and Canadian public partners to 
work together to produce extremely innovative and ambitious projects that explore 
new forms of creation and content. One such example is David Dufresne’s Fort 
McMoney (see case study on page 16, which would not have been produced without 
the joint action of French and Canadian public contributors (NFB, ARTE, FMC). 
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Sample project: 
Apocalypse: World War One is a TV series (5x52’), written and directed by Isabelle Clarke 
and Daniel Costelle. It is also an original narrative transmedia universe about the Great 
War that brings web viewers into the Apocalypse universe… and into commemorations 
of the Great War in France and Canada. It is a France/Canada co-production by 
production companies Clarke, Costelle & CIe (Louis Vaudeville – France) and Idéacom 
International Inc. (Josette D. Normandeau – Canada). As of the second quarter of 2014, 
the transmedia aspect will be active for more than four years. Productions to come 
currently include Apocalypse: 10 Lives, a work of interactive documentary fiction that 
will include second-screen functionality for kids, social media presence, a video game, 
an educational aspect, a broadcasting hub and sites (FTV and TV5), books for young 
and adult readers, and exhibitions. 
 
The budget of the transmedia universe: budgets, % co-production and financing 
partners vary according to the different works (second screen, video game, 
educational component ...) as do creative teams. 
 
Primary partners in the transmedia universe: 
Mission du Centenaire – attribution of the ‘Centenaire’ label 
 
France: 
CC&C 
France Télévisions Nouvelles Ecritures 
CNC 
ECPAD 
Mission du Centenaire (financing) 
Film Factory 
Réseau CANOPÉ (Educational aspect) 
 
Canada: 
Idéacom/Zenith ABC 
TV5 Québec Canada 
Québécor Fund 
Bell Fund 
Canada Media Fund (co-production support) 
Heritage Canada (Second screens, social media, hub) 
NFB (Educational aspect) 
 
Technological partners and other partnerships: 
Ubisoft (cross-promotion of the game Unknown Soldiers and Apocalypse: 10 Lives) 
 
Broadcast platforms: 
TV 
Web (10 Lives, educational aspect, second screen) 
Web (micro-sites – enhanced broadcast site) 
Apple Store 
Mobile (social media networks) 
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Publishers (books) 
Exhibitions (museums, cultural centres) 
Consoles (in development) 
 
A project like Apocalypse: World War One (TV serie and transmedia universe) represents 
6 to 7 years of work for producers (development, production, distribution). For this kind of 
ambitious project with a complex transmedia universe – multiple works, on multiple 
platforms – it is necessary for the producer to elaborate a long time in advance the 
global deployment strategy of the work – which guaranty cohesion and synergy at 
each step of the project between teams, partners and works. He needs to conceive a 
global « bible » for which no financing is currently available with private or public 
funders. Indeed, today, financing works by project only.   
 
Yet, this orchestration of transmedia universe requires teams (creative and technical), 
planning, self-financing. It includes ability to coordinate different agendas and 
specifications of all partners. For example, each broadcaster has its second screen and 
social media dissemination strategy and each broadcaster has its in house organisation 
(with specific departments for social media, second screen, websites, publishing...). 
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SECTION 2: TERMS OF COLLABORATION 
 
Foreword: 

 This chapter serves to draw attention to the points that must be taken into 
consideration in advance between producers and broadcasters (to be 
negotiated at the kick-off meeting and to be watched through the production 
process); 

 In the case of convergent/bi-media projects, the involvement of the broadcaster 
is the primary initiating factor; 

 It is advisable to understand that these interactive projects incorporate content 
and coding/software. They require specific expertise and training that producers 
must understand. 

Note: In Canada, tax credits (which are accruable) are attributed per media stream 
(cinema, audiovisual, video game, etc.), which requires Canadian producers to 
manage their projects and the different aspects of one project through different 
companies with distinct budgets and accounting (in order to avoid being disqualified 
for tax credits). In France, this restriction does not exist and the amounts are often 
combined. It also bears noting that tax credits are calculated on very different eligible 
expenses in France and in Canada (where tax credits primarily target payroll). 
 
See appendices: dossier comparing French, European, and Canadian tax credit 
mechanisms (Source: CNC) 

 

Co-production kick-off meeting  

 
Points to be determined: 
• Respective contributions (financial, creative, etc.) 
• Division of responsibilities 

Financial contributions: 
• The financing plan outlines the contributions of: 
⇒ Television channels (traditional or SVOD)(licenses), in cash and/or industry credits; 
⇒ Public or private institutions (support programs – CNC, Canada Media Fund, 

various funds (Bell, Québécor…) (see appendices for details regarding French 
and Canadian financing); 

⇒ Investors (public or private); 
⇒ Foundations; 
⇒ Investments by producers, whether in equity or in cash; 
⇒ Various public and private partners (ECPAD, CNRS, INA, media sites), cash or 

industry credit contributions (archives, rights, visibility…). 
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Note: Industry credit contributions must be subject to an accounting estimation based 
on the amortization of goods in order to have their value recognized in the financing 
plan. 

 

What is an author? 

 
Note: In Canada, the word ‘author’ is generally reserved for screenwriters of 
documentaries or works of fiction. It is rarely used for digital projects. 

 
• Authors (key creative personnel) can be: literary professionals (screenwriters - fiction 

or documentary), novelists, comic writers, dialogue writers); creative and artistic 
directors; game design and gameplay developers or story architects; 
photographers; composers; directors; or directors of interactive projects. 

• In this type of project, tools and technology are an integral part of the writing 
process, the role of the author shifts, and the way the project is delivered to the 
audience is integrated into the creation process. It is a collective writing process. 

• Creative producer/content producer – in some production companies, especially 
while there are few directors with digital/interactive expertise, the producer will play 
the role of “orchestra conductor”. 

• In the world of games, it is contemporary practice to talk about “narrative 
designers/story architects/experience architects” (web/mobile). This contribution is 
not considered to be the same as that of an “author” in the audiovisual sector in 
France. This role is still essential in terms of development and writing in the creative 
team. 

• In this type of project, the director can be considered the “site architect” 
(“architecte de chantier”, in the words of David Dufresne (http://www.davduf.net) 
or “showrunner”. In most cases, directors must also have the same understanding of 
the code that defines the interactive creation process that a producer would have. 

What does the creative team behind a digital project consist of? 

 
• Generally, these are teams that have come together in “collaborative project” 

mode. This implies that there are generally multiple collaborators involved, who 
contribute to the creation process and who are referred to as “authors”, “co-
authors”, or simply “collaborators”, such as developers and designers. The idea of 
being an “author” is understood differently in France and in Canada, based on 
specific aspects of French copyright law. It is also dependent on the nature of 
specific projects: collaborative works, collective works (particularly for video games) 
and composite works (a new type of project that incorporates a pre-existing project 
without the collaboration of its author on the new project). 
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Example of a composite project: Apocalypse: 10 Lives is a work of interactive fiction 
and a multimedia application available online and on iPad. It combines comics, 
animation, and documentary archives. This project was produced by Idéacom 
International Inc. (Canada) and CC&C (France), the co-producers of the five-episode 
documentary series Apocalypse: World War One, which was written and directed by 
Isabelle Clarke and Daniel Costelle. As a result, this project is a composite work. 
 
The application complements the plot of the documentary as an extension of the brand 
by telling the immersive stories of ten characters: heroes of the First World War. The 
authors behind the application did not work on the documentary (the application was 
written by author Pascale Ysebaert and writer Vincent Borel; the graphic design is by 
Leeroy Vanilla, a French artist operating out of Los Angeles (comics and video games); 
and the music was composed by orchestra conductor Malvina Meinier). 
10 Lives application:  http://www.apocalypse-10destins.com/ 
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Overview produced by Jonathan Belisle during an Emergence Lab session (one-week 
residence program) of discussions between participants and between mentors and 
participants about two projects selected for the Lab: 
 

 
 
Equipe Française 

Equipe Canadienne 
 

 
• The way authors are paid in France involves a reduced advance payment in the 

form of a guaranteed minimum that will be accompanied by proportional payment 
based on the revenue generated by the different ways of exploiting the work. In 
Canada, authors are generally paid out of the project’s production budget and 
they receive less proportional payment. 
 

• The trend of transposing the vocabulary, job definitions, working methodologies, and 
so on, from the audiovisual field to the universe of interactive digital audiovisual 
projects often creates many misunderstandings for the people involved in 
productions; this issue is even more significant for co-productions. See the 
appendices for definitions of works and glossaries. 

 

Distribution (physical) / Platforms (technological and territorial) 
 
Foreword: 
⇒ We distinguish native digital projects from convergent projects (bi-media or 

TV/web/mobile/application transmedia projects). Based on this situation, the 
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distribution conditions can be different in the case of a pre-existing TV show or a pre-
existing program brand. 

⇒ The rights assigned to national broadcasters require producers to anticipate issues 
related to geo-blocking and languages from the development stages. 
It is therefore useful to ask the right questions as soon as possible, especially 
considering the following points: 
• Number of platforms/media objects (content of all kinds) 

• Means of distributing the entire project: 
1. Catch-up/Replay – 7 days (free) 
2. Broadcast sites – microsites 
3. Site/application (project) – project URL 
4. Applications – Apple Store, MSN, etc. 
5. Books 
6. Game – consoles (Xbox, Wii, etc.) 

• Distribution of the second-screen experience based on the digital project 
1. Second screen – live, during broadcast or DVD 
2. Connected TV 
3. Second screen – to accompany BluRay or DVD 

• Distribution of media objects based on the project 
1. Educational/other derived products 
2. Digital music from the project (iTunes) 
3. Video clips (YouTube or media partners. Ex: newspapers) 
4. Social media networks 
5. Interactive augmented reality books 
6. Interactive exhibitions 

 

Distribution in terms of rights assigned: 
	  
Primary and other windows / (impact of assignments of rights) 
Note: When possible, it is important to try to predict the types of primary and secondary 
use where the percentage-based returns may vary. They may not be necessarily based 
on co-production percentages of the first project. The division of revenue from one 
platform to another is based on the different types of financing or means of use. 
 
Distribution models 

• The economic model of the partners determines distribution models (free to play, 
free/paid, sponsored, micro-transactions, other) 

• Distribution (direct, indirect, or derivative) 
• VOD/SVOD 

 

Critical points to discuss with the two initial broadcasters 
General terms: 
• Schedules (France/Canada)/limitations and opportunities (development, 

production, broadcast/upload dates…); 
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• Ex: Postponement due to network limitations (elections called, programming 
schedule reworked due to budgetary limitations – calculation of the value of the 
program, of communication, etc.) 

• Limitations imposed on digital projects due to transmission requirements; adjustments 
may be required for convergent projects; 

• Submission dates for funding requests; 
• Technical charter and limitations regarding the delivery of projects to audiences via 

public/private television channels (number of versions to be supported (formats, 
type of player, languages…)); 

• TV (number of broadcasters and exhibition windows); 
• Digital (roll-out dates or social media preparation); 
• Assignment and sharing of rights with channel(s); 
• Data ownership (fan base), IP address tracking; 
• Selection of the project publisher (site or application) – (example: for the project 

Alma produced by Upian (http://www.upian.com), the channel ARTE was the 
program’s publisher (http://alma.arte.tv/fr); 

• Negotiations with financial partners (funds, institutions, etc.); 
• Duration of rights (five or seven years + three years of linear rights – this is generally 

required in France, but not in Canada); 
• Ownership of the brand, URL addresses, social media representation; 
• Legal issues (related to credits, logos, copyright, conditions of use, brand); 
• Territories and territorial restrictions; 
• Marketing, promotion, product placement, monetization (limitations and project 

specifications); 
• Audience numbers and indicators, tagging technology and scale, number of tags 

(social media use). 
 

Corrective and progressive maintenance of projects 
Note: it is important to determine who will be responsible for the platform (producer, 
broadcaster, or sub-contractor) for the duration of all of the contracts. 
Who is responsible for financing? Management? Decisions? 
 

• Hosting (technical and technological repercussions) 
1. Timebanking 
2. Sub-contracting 

 
In the event of a spin-off or if the project is used in a way not previously envisioned, it is 
important to know who controls the technological aspects and who will be able to “get 
into the code”. 
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Note: code documentation is very important. It describes and explains the work of the 
initial coder(s) and facilitates modifications or adaptations that may be required over 
the lifespan of the project. Documentation is often overlooked in the urgent 
development stages of the project, which can result in the loss of a time and money in 
the future. 

 
It is preferable to anticipate other ongoing demands from broadcasters or partners in 
terms of promotion or execution, such as: 

• Bonus content, teasers, photos linked to broadcaster or distributor microsites; 
• Maintenance or collaborative maintenance of social media presence and 

management of web user comments and communities. 

CREATION kick-off for producers (if the project is initiated by a 
producer) 

 
The creation process kick-off meeting is an opportunity to make decisions about the 
project(s) under consideration (micro-site, mini-experience, mobile application, games, 
social experiences), the creation-oriented project specifications (narrative arcs, 
reference documents, scripts, interactive writing, coding, etc.) and development. 
• Determine the skill sets required (meet with designers, authors/producers). Note that 

it is important to evaluate the potential skill and expertise gaps that may arise within 
the team and to ensure that the creative team can work together in a respectful 
fashion. Members of the creative team must also recognize the skills and working 
methodologies of other team members (tools, back-scheduling, decision validation, 
decision-making levels, reciprocal expectations and requirements…); 

• Determine the editorial and artistic objectives, target audience(s), mission definitions, 
required resources based on expertise and experience, and team makeup; ensure 
that the expertise available is consistent with the project requirements; and evaluate 
the innovation/risk management contributions of management to the project; 

• Validate the status of authors, technicians, and developers; Select a “site supervisor” 
/ “overall project director”; 

• Conduct budgetary evaluations based on project specifications and possible 
financing; 

• Development submission, development agreement (producers & channels) – 
development costs for France/Canada co-productions must include physical 
meetings (working sessions cannot take place entirely via Skype or equivalent tools); 

• Decide on a definitive description for the project and the provisional development 
schedule; 

• Meet with creative teams (X days); 
• Creative innovation process; 
• Artistic meeting with parties involved (broadcasters’ and producers’ point of view). 
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Sample CREATION kick-off and PRODUCTION kick-off methods: 
 
National Film Board of Canada – creation kick-off: 
Two steps:   
- two days of brainstorming:  
brainstorming about the subject and about interactivity, the main idea to focus on, and 
the experience offered – via a meeting with the people behind the project (small 
team); discussion of topics without the limitations imposed by project production 
specifications (no financial limitations); discussion ends with the formation of the 
creative team (narration & interactivity). 
- five days with the entire project team: 
work on project validation elements: masthead, interactive script, prototypes, mock-
ups; Work also begins on coding, if possible. 
 
France Télévisions - Nouvelles écritures – Kick-off meeting: 
According to Boris Razon of France Télévisions, when he works on a new media project, 
his role is more comparable to that of an editor than the role of a traditional 
broadcaster. 
 
The kick-off meeting is a professional meeting (2–5 days, depending on the project) 
focused on a project or an idea. During this meeting, the channel decides to produce 
the project or to abandon it. These meetings bring together ten or so people, plus a few 
others who will work together on the following aspects of the project: 
Editorial 
Artistic 
Experience 
Team-oriented aspects 
Expertise and expectations 
Deliverables (mockup, interactive storyboards…) 
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SECTION 3 – Collaborative tools 
(Suggestions provided thanks to collaboration from Jonathan Belisle and David 
Dufresne) 
 
Tools suggested by Jonhathan Belisle: 

 Celtx (https://www.celtx.com/index.html): a great writing application (scripts, 
storyboards, decoupage, planning, budgets, etc.) 

 Mindmapping software: CmapTools, gliffy.com, Visio, yworks.com/yed, 
MindNode, Smap.ly 

 Service & Experience Tools – Design: http://www.servicedesigntools.org/repository 	  

The leading tool for co-production: dialogue 
 
The major principles to ensure a healthy flow of information are as follows: 
-‐ Ensure that each individual is heard at his/her level; 
-‐ Ensure that all members of the team know and understand the project objectives; 
-‐ Standardize meetings such that at the end of each meeting, each member is clear 

on the decisions to be made and the next steps to be taken; 
-‐ Ensure that at the end of meeting, every member leaves knowing what he or she 

needs to do and on the basis of which project specifications; 
 
Summary produced by Jonathan Belisle of discussions about collaborative resources 
during Emergence Lab 2013 – Tools mentioned by mentors and Lab experts: 
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List of tools selected by David Dufresne for collaborative work on a 
web document: 

© 
David Dufresne 

 
 
http://www.scoop.it/t/nouvelles-narrations/?tag=outil  
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Case study: Fort McMoney 
 

 
 
Presentation of navigation through video sequences of the first of four episodes of Fort McMoney – Illustration of the many 
choices available to users and the diversity of possible experiences © David Dufresne. 

 
Fort McMoney is a documentary game by David Dufresne, produced by Toxa and the 
NFB, in collaboration with ARTE. It is a multiplayer game based on oil sands exploitation 
in Alberta. Strictly speaking, it is not an international co-production, but the project 
would not have been possible without the mobilization of French and Canadian public 
bodies (taking significant risks, due to the highly innovative nature of the format). It is a 
project that explores a new form of narration and of interaction with the audience 
about a controversial subject. The project offers a source of information and a space for 
discussion, debate, and play. It combines mechanisms from documentaries, interactive 
journalism, and video games. 
 
Creative process 
To learn about the basic principles of the game:  
http://fortmcmoney.com/#/fortmcmoney  
 
Subject matter 
The basic rule that dictates the balance between the formats is that the creators will not 
change reality to make the game: it is the documentary aspect that takes precedence 
and the game serves the subject. The goal is to offer an interactive experience that 
aims to inform the user and to change the way people look at the subject matter 
involved. 
 
Writing 
The narration is influenced by two universes: the game universe and the TV series 
universe. The project consists of four episodes, each navigated independently. The 
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location, the city of Fort McMurray, served as inspiration for the script. The project begins 
with an artistic, live-action pan across the city of Fort McMoney, and then user votes 
begin to change the city. There were 77 versions of the script, which changes every 
time, using live-action material acquired during the shooting stages of production. The 
game is the primary voice of the film, with the user at the heart of the interactive 
experience. The director worked with three game designers to develop a natural 
conversation between the user and the game. Each experience is different, and the 
whole project is meant to maximize user engagement. Players can choose between a 
number of possible missions and statuses. Each video tells a story; each capsule is 
editorialized. For each character, players can choose their questions (the game 
suggests more than 500 questions). Each question asked and mission accomplished 
earn the player “influence” points (some questions are required to complete a mission 
and earn its points). The more points a player has, the more that player’s vote is worth 
(referendums, polls). The results of these votes are meant to be as realistic as possible; 
their results were developed in collaboration with an economist. David Dufresne used 
the program Scrivener (creative studio) for the project’s interactive writing. It is a tool 
that he used with the project’s technical director and developers. David also used a 
mind-mapping program that he shared with the producer and the technical director. 
The developer could also recover data from this software. 
 
The 4 episodes game was online for 4 weeks (one episode per week). 
 
Production & process 
Three years of work (including six months of development without funding for the 
director), 22 settings, more than 30 characters, 60 days of shooting, 4000 hours of web 
development (code). 
The shooting, writing, and development were all done simultaneously. The filming was 
done based on specifications dictated by the user interface and game design (framing, 
place for navigation elements, traveling…). 
 
Execution 
There were three game masters (including David Dufresne) for the first two months (one 
game master for each of the three game languages: French, English, and German). In 
David Dufresne’s eyes, this responsibility is an extension of directing (audience relations 
& interaction). 
The game masters stimulate debate by making certain arguments and by adding 
supplementary elements (video clips, current events, etc.). They met for a writing session 
every morning. 
 
Making Fort McMoney: http://vimeo.com/78823735  
 
Distribution and web launch 
The project went online in November 2013. 
The first trailer was released six months before the project went online. 
A whole series of partnerships were put in place to accompany the launch of Fort 
McMoney. Their defining characteristic was that, for the most part, the partnerships 
went well beyond simply sharing the content with the audience. This project 
incorporated real editorial involvement and a genuine willingness to pursue innovative 
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agreements. For example, with regard to the Globe & Mail, an editorialist published 
articles in the game, which promoted debate not only in the game but also in 
the public sphere. Some “super” players also saw their comments published in 
the press. 
 

 
 
Average game time: 30 minutes 
(For information): Average linear audience time on ARTE TV: 7 minutes 
 
But the success of the documentary game is measured, above all, by the quality of 
comments and debate in the game, the reactions on social media, the sharing of 
experiences on Twitter and Facebook, and the creation of the unofficial Twitter group 
and Facebook page for discussion about the game and for inter-player cooperation. 
 
Funding 
Total budget: $870,000 CAD 
 
Financing plan: 
Producer – TOXA: $30,790 CAD 
Co-producer – NFB: $270,000 CAD 
Broadcaster: ARTE (license): $100,000 CAD 
Canada Media Fund Experimental Stream: $471,265 CAD 
 
Key points to keep an eye on for this type of project, according to David Dufresne: 

-‐ Have clear and precise time markers for users that show how much time is 
required at different stages of the game. This will prevent players from getting the 
impression that they are missing important steps or thinking that they won’t have 
time to enjoy the game; 
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-‐ Do not underestimate the server resources needed for a project of this kind, one 
that involves a video game; 

-‐ Be sure to set aside time to test the game before putting it online, in case there 
are bugs; 

-‐ Anticipate format problems well in advance: Fort McMoney was developed in 
Flash because HTML 5 wasn’t ready at the time. This meant there were problems 
exporting the project onto certain platforms. Watch How I Built Fort McMoney for 
more information about Flash development by the project’s interactive 
developer: http://www.dominicmercier.com/blog/how-i-built-fortmcmoney-
com-introduction/  ; 

-‐ Anticipate the need for a 24-hour back office, once the project is online 
(generally not a habit for traditional producers) 

 
Case study about FORT MCMONEY/PRISON VALLEY by David Dufresne at DoK.forum 
2014:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTHpRAiEuLg 
 
http://fortmcmoney.com 
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ANNEXES AND RESOURCES 
 
Methodologies, markets and financing (France, Canada, Europe) 
 

  International Coproduction in digital media – handbook for Canadian businesses 
http://trends.cmf-fmc.ca/fr/research-reports/coproduction-internationale-enmedias- 
numeriques-guide-pour-les-entreprises 

 Handbook of helps to interactive and trans media works in Europe 
http://www.mediafrance.eu/Guide-des-aides-aux-oeuvres.html 

 Alternate financings to broadcasting and movies (Europe) 
http://www.mediafrance.eu/Financements-Alternatifs.html 

 Report on French production of new writings. (France) – Works types’ definition, 
case studies, French market description. 

http://www.institutfrancais.com/fr/actualites/la-french-touch-de-la-webcreation 
 Comparative study of the fiscal helps systems existing in the movies, broadcasting 

and video games production in Europe and in Canada. CNC – October 2014 
http://www.cnc.fr/web/fr/publications/-/ressources/5761847 

 Coproduction with Canada – Information components– Téléfilm Canada 
http://www.telefilm.ca/canada-usb/fr/ressources/4 

 1st panorama on cultural and creative industries. November 2013 
http://www.francecreative.fr/wpcontent/uploads/2013/11/Premier_panorama_econo
mique_des_industries_culturelles_et_creatives_en_france_2013.pdf 

 Monetizing Digital Media: Trends, Key Insights and Strategies that Work – 
Canada 
http://bellfund.ca/PDFS/FINAL%20Monetization%20report- 
%20November%207%202014.pdf 

 How to Make Money with Multi-Platform Digital Media - Canada 
http://bellfund.ca/bliki/ 

 Independent production fund - Guide to Web Series Best Practices - Canada 
http://www.ipf.ca/downloads/IPF_GuideToWebSeries_BestPractices.pdf 

 seful links - Fonds Bell – Canada 
http://fondsbell.ca/guides-pratiques/liens-utiles/ 

 Useful links - CNC – France 
http://www.cnc.fr/web/fr/liens-utiles 
 
Exemples of Contrats  
 

 Contrats samples – Fonds Bell - Canada 
http://fondsbell.ca/guides-pratiques/trousse-juridique/ 

 Cadre de coproduction internationale en Médias numériques (Canada) 
http://fondsbell.ca/Applications/FB_Accord%20cadre%20coproduction%20septembr 
e%202013.pdf 

 International Agreements - France 
http://www.cnc.fr/web/fr/accords-internationaux 

 International Agreements - Canada 
http://www.telefilm.ca/fr/coproductions/coproductions/a-surveiller 
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Blogs, innovation 
 

 ONF's blog 
http://blogue.onf.ca/ 

 Canadian Media Funds'blog 
http://trends.cmf-fmc.ca/fr/blog/ 

 David Dufresne's blog 
http://www.davduf.net/ 

 David Dufresne's blog while invited at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) Open Documentary Lab http://www.davduf.net/-MIT 

 StoryCode - open-source - multi media leaders interviews  
http://ten.storycode.org/index.htm 

 META-MEDIA - France Télévisions collective blog describing the evolution of 
traditional media, new media and journalism 

http://meta-media.fr/ 
 Online resources from  i-docs : 

http://i-docs.org/category/resources-2/ 
 
Glossaries  
 

 Social media (french/english) - Canada 
http://www.bt-tb.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/btb.php?lang=fra&cont=2091 
http://iabcanada.com/fr/glossary/ 

 Canadian broadcasting vacabulary : 
http://www.bt-tb.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/btb.php?lang=fra&cont=429#a 

 audiovisual vocabulary - (french/english) - France 
http://www.dglf.culture.gouv.fr/publications/vocabulaires/vocabulaire_audiovisuel_ 
2010.pdf 
 
Producers’syndicates 
 
France : 

 Syndicat des producteurs independents – SPI 
http://www.lespi.org/ 

 Union syndicale de la production audiovisuelle – USPA 
http://www.uspa.fr/ 
 
Canada : 

 The Canadian Media Production Association – CMPA 
http://www.cmpa.ca/ 

 Association Québécoise de la Production Médiatique – AQPM 
http://www.aqpm.ca/ 

 Regroupement des producteurs multimédia – RPM 
http://rpm-qc.com/ 

 Interactive Ontario - IO 
http://www.interactiveontario.com  
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BIO EXPERTS ET MENTORS – LAB EMMERGENCE 2014 
	  
Experts – Work on collaboration tools  
 
Josette D. Normandeau – President and producer at Idéacom international inc. and 
Idéacom Intl Web. 
 

 
 

Josette D. Normandeau began her career as a journalist and radio host. She then 
entered the emerging multimedia world, and set up the New England Audio Multimedia 
Division in Boston. In the early 90s, she headed up the European Union Chambers of 
Commerce in Canada and Inforum WTC Montreal. Normandeau joined Ideacom in 
1994. Thanks to her initiatives, the company became a pioneer in TV/web convergence. 
President of Ideacom since 2000, she heads up the development and international 
positioning of the ensemble of Ideacom’s productions. In 2010, Normandeau founded 
Zenith ABC, the software and digital production sister company of Ideacom. She is world 
traveler, talented communicator and martial arts expert. 
 
 
Claire Le Proust – Founder of the agency Fablabchannel - collaborative agency in 
content creation, communities and digital medias - CAPA consultant 
 

 
CLAIRE LEPROUST is the founder of the new company FABLABCHANNEL, a digital 
agency dedicated to transmedia & short formats production and vod/youtube channel 
management.  
Claire began in 1988 in the cable television market in France and had been involved at 
CANALSAT launch digital bouquet where she was in charge of the thematic channels 
line up and interactive tv services. In 2000, she managed the launch of the 
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SFR/Vodafone mobile multiaccess portal. In 2003, she founded TV FOR MOBILE to 
licence tv content to mobile operators. In 2007, she took responsibility to develop EYEKA, 
an innovative crowdsourcing & co creation startup. Since 2008, she managed all the 
digital department of CAPA TV, one of the main TV Production company in France 
producing webdocumentaries, webseries, transmedia and Alternate reality games 
around tv programs like MISSION BRAQUO for CANAL+. In addition, Claire holds a weekly 
radio chronic about "connected stories" on french radio FRANCE INFO. Claire has 
studied law&business and is a graduate of Science Politique in Paris. 
 
 
Mentors: 
 
Boris Razon  - Editorial Director at France 4 and Digital storytelling and Transmedia at 
France Télévisions 
 

 
 

Boris Razon is a journalist and head of Digital storytelling and Transmedia at France 
Télévisions, experimenting with differents forms of transmedia narrative worlds and 
developing new types of web programs. 
In 2000, he became editor-in-chief of Lemonde.fr, the newspaper’s website. There, he 
saw the quick progression of the digital environment from text to image and sound. He 
launched the web documentary collection of lemonde.fr and moved to France 
Télévisions in July 2011 with a focus on developing different forms of web documentaries 
in the digital division. Since October 2013, he is also editorial director of France 4. 

 
 
Hugues Sweeney – Executive Producer of the interactive production studio - National 
Film Board of Canada  
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Hugues Sweeney has been an executive producer of interactive productions at the 
National Film Board of Canada since 2009. Previously he was head of the Bande à Part 
multimedia project and programming chief at Espace Musique. His interactive projects 
at the NFB have been awarded numerous international prizes including the SXSW, 
Japan Media Arts, Boomerang and d’o FIPA, and have won nominations for the IDFA 
Digital Emmy, Géminis and Gémeaux. Mr. Sweeney studied philosophy at the 
Dominican College of Philosophy and Theology in Ottawa, and multimedia at the 
University of Quebec. 
 

Margaux Missika – Executive producer – Upian 

 

After a bi-licence in economy and English at Nanterre University, a master's degree at 
ESCP (European business school of Paris) and a first experience in IT at Brainsonic, 
Margaux got into the project development department of the production company 
CALT. 

In 2010 she joins Upian to develop online audiovisual productions, where she produced 
projects like Happy World, Manipulations, Prison Valley, Alma, a tale of violence or 
Génération quoi? (Generation what). 

 
David Dufresne –independant journalist and filmmaker 
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David Dufresne is an award-winning independent writer and filmmaker. Fort McMoney is 
his new interactive game documentary, produced by ONF/Arte and Toxa (Best 
webdocumentary 2014, Festival du Film d’Environnement de Paris 2014 + finalist at the 
prestigious SXSW festival 2014) and acclaimed by the NY Times as the "wedding of the 
film and the video game". In 2010, he authored and co-directed Prison Valley, a web 
documentary, with Philippe Brault (Upian/Arte), which won a host of international 
awards: World Press Photo 2011 (Best interactive non-linear work of the year), Visa pour 
l'image 2010 (Best web documentary, Perpignan, France),  Sheffield Doc/Fest (England, 
special mention from the  jury), best cross-media production (AIB, London), 2010 Cross-
media Award in Bellaria (Italy) and the Prix Italia (Turin, Italy). 
David Dufresne also crafted the film Quand la France s’embrasse (France 2, in 2007, 
with Christophe Bouquet). He was a long-time reporter for Libération and managing 
editor of iTélé, France’s 24-hour newscast. He has also published a dozen investigation 
books. He was also one of the first Internet players in France (he published the first 
webzine, La Rafale, in 1995). Today, David lives in Montreal. 
 
 
Kevin Shortt – Lead writer & Story Designer for WATCH_DOGS -  Ubisoft 
 

 
 

Kevin Shortt is the Lead Writer & Story Designer for WATCH_DOGS. He works at Ubisoft 
Montreal where his credits include FAR CRY 2, JAMES CAMERON’S AVATAR: THE GAME 
and LOST–THE VIDEO GAME. Prior to joining Ubisoft, Kevin was senior writer and associate 
creative director at Tribal DDB. Over the last 10 years, Kevin has written for many 
interactive projects ranging from online campaigns to episodic comedies to AAA video 
games.  
 
 
Jonathan Belisle – interactive director, UX writer, creative technologist – SAGA 
 

 
 

Serial Web Entrepreneur since 1997, Passionate UX Director, Creative Technologist, 
Inspired Teacher, Jonathan studied Narratology in Cinema and has mastered Visual 
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Thinking and Blended it with various Ethnography & Service Design Methods to playfully 
approach complex problems in Connected Experiences involving Locative & 
Networked Medias. He has the curiosity of a scientist and the passion of an artist. You 
can join him at his event on the future of Human Experiences, Sustained Dialogues & 
WorldBuilding at Futurographer and discover his daily experiments, toughts and sketchs 
at SAGA LAB. He is the founder of Noetic Assembly a Mobile Narrative & SoundScapes 
Collective and Noem Toys a Cognitive Toys Builder and Review Site. He is also the co-
founder of UX MTL and Transmedia QCMTL. As an Organizational Storyteller & Business 
Designer he transformed many companies he worked with such as: Inconet, Stratsite, C-
Local, Loft8, SidLee, StayNomad, Pheromone, BlueSponge, Iweb, SagaFilms. In 2012, 
Jonathan joined SAGA as VP Business Design Strategy + R&D. 
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CNC eligibility requirements 

(Sources CNC) 
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